
D.V.S PUBLIC SCHOOL 

(Recognised & Affiliated to CBSE) 

Class- VII 

Holiday Homework 

NOTICE: DO HOLIDAY HOMEWORK IN SEPARATE REGISTER. 

 

SUBJECT – ENGLISH 

 
 1. Write 10 sentences of daily use (daily). (Holiday Homework Register) 

2. Write 10 'Homonyms and Homophones' with meaning (scrap book ) 

3. Make a chart on pronoun and its kind with example. 
4. Design a colorful poster to promote peace in our country .Make colorful  
    drawing to highlight your message . 
5. Write an application to your principal for arranging extra classes for science and  
    maths. (Holiday Homework Register) 
6. Read English newspaper daily. Write 5 news headlines of newspaper from  
    1st June -15th June. (Holiday Homework Register) 

7. Learn all the work done in class notebook. 

 

                              SUBJECT – MORAL VALUE 
1. Write any 2 moral based stories select a character and paste picture.  

Also write the moral of the story in different styles with colours .(Scrap book ) 
2. Create a memory book of the best moment of summer break for each beautiful  

memory write few lines .Decorate your memory book also . 
 

                                   SUBJECT – G.K 
1. Learn chapter 1 to 14 . 

2. Spend your time with grandparents. Do something for them that can make them 



 happy. Also share your experience .(Scrap book ) 
 

                                  SUBJECT- COMPUTER 
1. Make a video or ppt in which you have to explain number system and also  

give an example for each number system . 

                                                                      Or  
     Make an excel sheet / spreadsheet of student mark sheet calculation  
( Sum , Average , Grade , Rank , Result and printout of it and paste in scrapbook ) 

2.  Learn chapter 1 and 2, Shortcut keys and full forms. 
3. Find out book exercise and question /answer of ch- 3 and do in holiday 

 homework register . 
4.  Make a D.I.Y Laptop. 

 

                                  SUBJECT – DRAWING 
1. Make a greeting card for birthday of your friend and write at least four  
lines message . 

2. Take any waste product and transform it into useful thing. 
3. Prepare an inspirational wall hanging . Decorate it with the waste material. 

                                  

                        SUBJECT – MATHS 

 
   1. Write properties of addition of integers with examples. 
   2. Solve all examples of Exercise 1.3 in Holiday HW register  
   3. Write and understand types of fraction with examples. 
   4. Write important points of the chapter knowing our numbers. 
   5. Solve Q/A of NCERT based questions of 1st chapter (knowing our numbers). 
 
   6. Write and understand important points of the chapter Fraction in  
         HHW REGISTER. 
   7. Solve Q/A of Ex.- 2.3 from 5 to 8 and Ex.- 2.4 from 11 to 14. 

Project - To verify the rules of multiplication of two integers with  
                 Unlike signs on A4 sheet. 



                         

 

 

                  SUBJECT- SCIENCE 

 
    1. Revise all the work done in class work register. 
     2. Make a model on Human Digestive System on thermacol.  
     3. Make a flow chart of Digestion in Ruminants.  
     4. Write Question- Answers of Chapter 3 in holiday homework REGISTER. 

5. Learn and write short Question - Answer and Word - Meaning of Chapter 1  
and chapter-2 in holiday homework REGISTER. 

 

 Project Work : 
          Collect pictures of teeth of a Carnivore, a Herbivore and an Omnivore. 
          Paste them on a chart and compare the shape of teeth. 
               

                                            SUBJECT-SOCIAL STUDIES  
1.  How did India get its present name?  
2. Describe the various sources of history of medieval India?  
3. Why are coins and inscriptions important for the study of medieval  

period?  
4. Describe the military achievements of Rajaraja Chola and Rajendra  

Chola. 
5. Who was Mahmud Ghazni? Why did he invade India? 
6. Why is atmosphere important for us?  
7. Distinguish between Natural environment and Cultural environment?  
8. Why do we need to protect our environment?  
9. Describe different forms of Democratic Government?  
10. What do you understand by the term, "All persons are  
equal before the Law." and Why do you think it is important in a  
democracy.  
 



ACTIVITY ... 
 
1. Collect pictures of the Mughal rulers and paste them in your scrapbook.  
2. Make a chart on Nepal Earthquake of 25 April, 2015 and write a note  
and paste pictures about it.  
3.  Do complete your map book.  

              History - Page no. 5 to 10  
              Geography- Chapter = 1, 2, 3  
               Civics - Chapter = 1, 2 
 

 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS….!! 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

 


